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This book teaches 11 scenes. You will learn how to paint them step by step. You can paint these
scenes on cards, canvas, wood, and another surfaces that you like.Students learn: Farm Scene,
Forest Scene, Stone Bridge Scene, Still Life Floral, Beach Girl Scene, Country Day Scene,
Winter Scene, Skaters Scene, Rock Beach Scene, Pier Day Scene, and Fishing Cove Scene. All
are taught step by step.

From the Back CoverThis design collection includes all 60 full-color plates from L'animal dans la
décoration, a rare turn-of-the-century portfolio by M. P. Verneuil. Meticulously reproduced from
the originals, these plates offer a splendid demonstration of the application of animal forms to
decorative art. Included are not only representations of such traditional decorative motifs as
deer, swans, and peacocks, but also depictions of creatures seldom associated with beauty and
ornamentation: bats, mice, lizards, insets, and other less conventional subjects. M. P. Verneuil
was one of the leading lights of the influential Art Nouveau movement. His extraordinary
inventiveness and draftsmanship can be seen here in detailed tableaux of animals and plants
often wittily represented as interlocking parts of a larger decorative design. Butterflies,
dragonflies, and bats float amid schematized flora; sea horses, flying fish, and gulls cavort in and
above stylized seas; and a host of other fauna is similarly rendered with breathtaking
imagination and ingenuity.Graphic artists, illustrators, craftspeople—any student of design—will
want to have this book as an invaluable copyright-free source of artistic inspiration and as an
eye-opening excursion into the rich and sensuous realms of the finest Art Nouveau
design.Dover (1992) republication of all 60 plates from L'animal dans la décoration, originally
published by the Librairie Centrale des Beaux-Arts, Paris, c. 1897. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorThe Art Nouveau movement originated in late 19th-century
France, where Maurice Pillard Verneuil (1869–1942) achieved international renown as a leading
designer in the new style. Verneuil was particularly interested in the decorative potential of
flowers, and he created countless realistic and imaginative floral patterns. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Scenic Scenes Painting Class with Joan WaffWelcome to my class! Take your time and enjoy
painting! Practice the elements of each section as you go. You can print or work from your
computer for this class. Let’s get started!All scenes are divided into 4 parts! You have the
horizon, sky, middle groud and foreground. Some scenes will not use this
division.Miscellaneous Supplies:Use foam plates for palettes. Use paper towels, folding in
quarters for wiping. Use brush basin for water and to keep your brushes in the water when not
painting with those particular brushes. Use PC copy paper to practice on because it is readily
available and economical.Acrylic Brushes and Paints:Loew-Cornell, Simply Simmons, Royal,
and Plaid are good brands. FLAT BRUSH: Flat brushes come to a fine edge that is called the
chisel edge. This is at the end of the brush. This brush can be painted in a broad or narrow
stroke.LINER BRUSH: Liner brushes are a round, thin, and short brush that will make lines,
commas, and curlicue strokes.FILBERT BRUSH: Filbert brushes are flat with a rounded or
curved end. This brush makes perfect flower petals, like daisies, and many other types of
strokes.ROUND BRUSH: Round brushes are short and fat and come in many sizes. This brush
makes many strokes like the flat brush and can be used for base coating.SCRIPT BRUSH:
Script brushes are long round liner brushes that make curlicues, scrolls, and lines.Liners,
rounds, and script brushes are all round brushes in different thickness and lengths that come in
many sizes.ANGLE BRUSH: Angle brushes are a flat brush that have the ends cut in an angle.
The TOE is the longer side of the brush and the HEEL is the shorter side of the brush. This
brush makes flower petal and leaves and floating shades. When painting, strokes are led by the
heel, never the toe.DEER FOOT BRUSH: Deer foot brushes are thick angle brushes that are
used for stippling/dabbing/pouncing foliage, animals, backgrounds, and strokes.You will notice
that the deer foot brush is cut on an angle. Stippling is done with the toe end on top. PAINTS:
Deco Art Americana acrylic paints are a good brand of paint that comes in many colors. Deco
Art Easy Float is a medium that helps make strokes easy to paint on surfaces such as paper as
well as shading areas. Get shades of greens, blues, yellows, reds, browns, white, and black.
Choose your favorite colors. You don't need to get the specific colors listed in each lesson. Use
what you have. Simple Farm SceneThis simple farm scene is easy to paint. Notice how the
scene is divided into 3 hills, with a sky and sun! We will add the sheep, cottage, trees, and small
flowers that surround the oval shaped frame.All scenes are divided into 4 parts! You have the
horizon, sky, and foreground. In this scene, it would be line across the bottom of the sun. After
learning this scene, you can create many smaller scenes, using a couple of subjects learned.
So this lesson gives you many creative design possibilities!Colors:black green (dark green),
burnt umber (dark brown), ultramarine blue (med. blue), titanium white, alizarin crimson
(red), black, raw sienna (light brown), medium yellow We will learn each section and then
combine it for a complete design at the end of this lesson.Scene Lines1. Pencil in an oval shape
to paint the scene in. 2. The above photo shows lines drawn to show you the sections of the
scene. Dividing a scene into sections gives you an idea of where to paint and what to paint.
(The oval line is not shown, but you see that on the complete scene.)SkyDouble load 3/4" flat



with blue and white. After loading, dip tip in floating medium about 1/8", and then re blend on
palette. Starting at the top, paint back and forth on your practice paper. Paint sky in a "slip-slap"
stroke. It's like painting crosses that aren't connected.You want a darker shade at the top, and
light shade at the bottom. Floating medium helps diffuse the pigment of the darker blue
color. My design was painted on a yellow manila folder - great for absorbing water. CloudsRinse
out brush. Lay flat on paper towel to get out the excess water. Load a corner with white. Dab
the white here and there, using the corner of the brush, and then flip brush over and finish out
the bottom of the clouds, with a back and forth motion, using the water corner of the brush.You
are using your brush for 2 different elements - clouds and shadows. HillsThese 2 hills in front of
the sun are painted with a light and dark shade of brown.Double Loading To double load the
brush, dip one corner in one color and the other corner in a second color, and then press hard,
and blend back and forth on the palette. Keep the colors separated! Don't just dab
anywhere. You want to have a good blend.Left HillDouble load the 3/4" brush with light brown
and white. You will have light brown on the top edge, and white at the bottom. Paint a flat stroke
from one side of the light hill (left side) to the other.Start on the end of the brush, press and paint
a flat curved stroke, with the darker shade on top. Do these in little stripes down the hill. You can
see this by the above picture.The above picture shows painting a second row under the first row.
This is easy! We are really painting the shadows of the rows where you will be painting plant
foliage on top! Right HillDouble load 3/4" brush with dark brown and white. Dip tip in floating
medium.Paint the right hill the same way as the left hill as show above.Foreground Green Hill
The green hill is the foreground hill. Double load 3/4" flat with dark green and white. Dip tip in
floating medium and re blend on palette. Paint a curved stroke from one side to the other of the
green hill.This is painted just like the sky. Go back and forth with your brush pretty flat. Reload a
corner of the brush with green as you work down, back and forth. Floating medium will help the
blend.Sun Double load the #12 flat with yellow and white. Dip tip in floating medium for a
smoother stroke. The above picture doesn't have paint on the brush. The yellow is on top. Paint
from one side of the sun to the other side.Starting on either side of the sun, press and paint a
curved stroke to the other side. This is the same as painting the hills.To fill in the middle, simply
paint with the white end and blend to bottom.Left handed painters would start on the right side
and right handed painters would start on the left side.Sun RaysLeading with the white, starting
on the chisel edge (tip), press and paint the rays out from the sun while the paint is still
wet.When painting the rays, start on the chisel edge, and lean brush handle toward your body,
and paint with a few bristles. You don't want these to be thick. The sun is the main focus.Left Hill
FoliageLoad the #2 script liner with dark brown OR green. My painting shows brown foliage on
the left hill. You can use green foliage on both hills too. Roll the brush as you pull it out of the
paint. This will cut down on the drip from the end and reshape the brush. Dip brush is water, and
drag in paint again, while rolling. This will get paint to an "inky" consistency.Hold the brush like a
pencil, and paint with the tip. Press tip to surface and drag slightly, then lift off surface. Stroke
back and forth on green shapes, here and there. Start on top of a second dark row, and as seen



above, dab across to the other side. You painted the rows to produce shadows for your
foliage.The top of the row is left blank. Work down all the rows to the end of the light hill.Right
Hill FoliageLoad #2 script liner with inky dark green and paint the same as the left hill, starting
against the left hill, painting across to the other side.CottageLoad #10 flat brush with red. Dip
chisel edge into paint and pull down to load.Cottage Roof LinesUsing the chisel edge only, press
slightly on the chisel edge, and create the lines as shown above. This is the foundation of your
cottage.Cottage WallsLoad #10 flat with yellow or white or any color you want for your house.Fill
in the walls, starting from the roof and go down.Windows and Doors
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tom gregg, “Great painting exercises for anyone. This book has step by step painting instructions
with plenty of confidence building photos and tips to help you get past your fears of starting out
to paint and interpret your own particular vision of the world around you. You can jump in
anywhere you like and create a pleasing composition with these lessons.kudos to amazon prime
for putting it on the borrow for free list.”

The book by M. P. Verneuil has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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